It's about outcomes, not ownership.
Your journey to world-class starts on day 1 of your Total AP
implementation. We can take 100% of your paper invoices from
100% of your suppliers with Invoice Data Capture, digitise and
deliver them to your ERP so you'll see an instant return on
investment. But with over 300k suppliers on the network, it's
likely many will already be already be set up and integrated to
send electronically either through email capture, direct integra
tion or via the Tungsten Portal.

Supplier on-boarding and enrolment options for new suppliers are
blended between white-glove and self-service for whichever sub
mission method makes the most business sense for the respec
tive supplier's capability. What's more, we notify a supplier of any
exceptions or rejections that arise, based on your business rules,
while adhering to global tax and compliance rules - all before the
legal invoice is created. This means when you receive the invoice,
the process is faster, simpler and more secure than ever before.
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One format type doesn't suit everyone, but one provider can.
Total AP equals technical versatility. We support supplier choice,
adding value to their processes, as well as yours. Below are the
most common methods and formats we can receive. transform
and deliver electronically to you.
A range of solutions suited to the capabilities of all suppliers in
the supply chain:

• Interoperability with P2P providers and governments globally
• Email data capture through A.I. and OCR scan and capture and
processing for paper and PDFs
• Online portal for individual electronic invoice creation and
submission, standardised with buyer rules
• Able to satisfy multiple file integration types Inc. EDI, CXML,
CSVand more

• ERP agnostic

Your roadmap for total P2P efficiency.
Total AP is greater than the sum of its parts combined. Choose
from a suite of additional products and services that complement
the invoicing flow to see enhanced value through the entire P2P
cycle. You'll gain visibility, agility and confidence in your solution,
the network benefits and your supplier relationships.

Our consultants will work with your organisation to build a Total
AP solution that not only meets your short-term business objec
tives but futureproofs your need for greater business agility
during growth phases. You don't need armies of people for
straight-through processing - Tungsten Network helps back
offices achieve world-class performance with scalable technolo
gy, so your front office can thrive.

Start your journey to
world-class with Total AP
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WORKFLOW

PO SERVICES

A cloud or on-premise
solution for the routing
of POs, Invoices and
payment permissions

For invoice validation
and integrated delivery
and acknowledgement.

INVOICE
STATUS SERVICE
Buyers and suppliers can
view or receive invoice
statuses in real time for
total visibility of where
invoices are in the
payment process.

ANALYTICS
Leverage line-level data
in real time across the
whole of your supply
chain.

Schedule a
consultation today
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Contact us:

UK ( +44) 203 318 5177
+1 (470) 305 4896
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